
English filling the blanks 

Ocean currents play a _______role in setting long-term climate_________. 
0 

A. vital … date

B. important … variations

C. major … patterns

D. unusual … changes

I promise to ________ you in all circumstances 
0 

A. stand up to

B. stand with

C. stand off

D. stand by

It’s difficult ______ reconcile such different points of view 

0 

A. with

B. to

C. in

D. on

The speaker did not properly space out his speech, but went on _______ one point only. 
0 

A. stressing

B. avoiding

C. devoting

D. decrying

In the test, we will _________ your work and then give you detailed feedback. 

0 

A. assess

B. judge

C. measure

D. check
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A speed limit is the _________ legal speed that you can travel on the road. 
0 

A. highest

B. biggest

C. maximum

D. longest

The President’s speech was so ___________ that many people were persuaded to accept the 

need for change. 

0 

A. expressive

B. articulate

C. eloquent

D. calm

There is something wonderful _______ him. 
0 

A. of

B. about

C. for

D. inside

If she is not interested, we will __________ the proposal. 

0 

A. vaccant

B. abandon

C. impulse

D. remove

The police forces have launched an operation to _______ out the kidnapped person 

0 

A. track

B. touch

C. nib

D. trace

Some people __________ to the officer against him about his mis-deeds 
0 
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A. asked

B. complained

C. question

D. informed

If we go to the park, ______ you like to come too ? 

0 

A. shall

B. are

C. would

D. am

It is certain that human beings ______ latent power of which they are only vaguely aware 
0 

A. exhibit

B. possess

C. impose

D. knowledge

It is already 5 o’clock. Can you _____ time to catch the bus? 
0 

A. have it in

B. have enough

C. make it in

D. made it

The man __________ down the road is my brother. 

0 

A. hurry

B. hurried

C. to hurry

D. hurrying

All of us are devoted ________ one another. 
0 

A. of

B. at

C. to

D. with

I am very much ________ to meet you. 
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0 

A. delight

B. to delight

C. delighting

D. delighted

I shall look _________ the matter. 

0 

A. in

B. about

C. into

D. after

He is blind _________ one eye. 
0 

A. in

B. of

C. to

D. with

The building is not safe and must be ___________down. 

0 

A. pull
B. pulling
C. pulled
D. pulls

He _________ in Pakistan. 

1 

A. live

B. lives

C. is living

D. living

There is something wonderful ____ him. 
0 
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A. of

B. about

C. for

D. inside

After_____________smoking, they let the cigarette fall on the wood floor. 

1 

A. finished

B. finishing

C. had finished

D. finishes

The song in the play cannot be deleted as it is _________to the story. 
0 

A. intervened

B. innate

C. exacting

D. integral

The lion sprang____________the buffaloes. 
0 

A. at

B. in

C. upon

D. on

My brother is devoted _____________religion. 

0 

A. with

B. to

C. at

D. in

She remained a __________all her life. 
1 

A. spinster

B. bachelor

C. unmarried

D. single

My father was angry ________my failure. 
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0 

A. in

B. on

C. with

D. at

Do not stay in the grasslands after dark, as some animals become _________when they see 

humans. 
0 

A. provoked

B. alerted

C. aggressive

D. threatened

___________you wake me up so early on a Sunday? 

2 

A. Could

B. Dare

C. Must

D. Will

The company let me ____ time off work. 

0 

A. take

B. taking

C. to take

D. took

Submitted by: Areesha Khan 

There is quite tenuous evidence _________it. 
0 

A. with

B. at
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C. for

D. must

I assume ______________with me. 

0 

A. every one agreeing

B. that every one agrees

C. every one to agree

D. that every one to agree

That was __________movie I have ever seen. 
0 

A. worse

B. the worst

C. most worst

D. bad

_________the rain forests is very important, if we do not want the flora and fauna found 

there to become extinct. 

0 

A. Reserving

B. Destroying

C. Preserving

D. Maintaining

He has many friends, but _________are good ones. 
0 

A. a few

B. few

C. the few

D. the some

If I had helped him, he ____________drowned. 

0 

A. will not be

B. would not be

C. will not have

D. would not have

I am very much __________to meet you. 

0 
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A. delight

B. to delight

C. delighting

D. delighted

When will you hand ____ your assignment? 

0 

A. in

B. back

C. down

D. into

If we go to the park, __________you like to come too ? 
0 

A. shall

B. are

C. would

D. am

The housewife __________the cakes burning, and ran to switch off the oven. 
0 

A. smell

B. smells

C. smelt

D. smelling

John said he __________to play at home. 

0 

A. would prefer

B. prefer

C. will prefer

D. had prefered

The man ___________down the road is my brother. 
0 

A. hurry

B. hurried

C. to hurry

D. hurrying
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________you leave now, you will be late. 
0 

A. Until

B. Till

C. Unless

D. Although

The _________were arrested for illegally hunting the bears. 
1 

A. poachers

B. rangers

C. soldiers

D. villagers

If you had followed the rules, you ____________disqualified. 

0 

A. will not be

B. would not be

C. will not have been

D. would not have been

My younger sister constantly misbehaves and is always causing ___________. 
0 

A. hostility

B. violence

C. mischief

D. courtesy

He tends to___________to any suggestion I make in meetings. 
0 

A. differ

B. agree

C. accept

D. cooperate

____________your instruction, we have closed your bank account. 

0 

A. In lieu

B. With regard to
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C. In accordance with

D. On account of

It is certain that human beings _______________latent power of which they are only 

vaguely aware. 
0 

A. exhibit

B. possess

C. impose

D. knowledge

_________she is clever, she often makes mistakes. 

0 

A. Despite

B. Since

C. Although

D. Yet

It is already 8 o’clock. Can you _____ time to catch the bus? 

0 

A. have it in

B. have enough

C. make it in

D. made it

Do you prefer___________ or traditional art forms? 
0 

A. archaic

B. contemporary

C. foreign

D. simultaneous

The problem ____________a lot of thought. 

0 

A. calls for

B. comes across

C. calls on

D. comes into
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I promise to ___________you in all circumstances. 
0 

A. stand up to

B. stand with

C. stand off

D. stand by

The farmers ____________their farms, if they had known that a thunderstorm was 

approaching. 

0 

A. will leave

B. would leave

C. will have left

D. would have left

He has _________ his mind to Join Pak Army. 
0 

A. make by

B. made with

C. made by

D. made up

The Paralympics is a competition for the ______________. 

0 

A. disadvantaged

B. discouraged

C. disabled

D. despised

The girl ran ___________the field when she saw her father after long time. 

0 

A. in

B. across

C. on

D. along

She made her stepson her _______to her large fortune. 
0 

A. hare

B. heir
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C. hair

D. here

I ____________a single word he says 

0 

A. not believe

B. don’t believe

C. am not believing

D. will not believe

The flight stewardess the passenger _____________. 
0 

A. when to start travelling

B. where to land the plane

C. how to fasten the seat belt

D. how to judge the altitude of the plane

The colour of the walls in my room has faded _______. 
0 

A. in

B. with

C. away

D. on

Many people reported ___________a noise in the night. 

0 

A. to hear

B. having heard

C. to have heard

D. been hearing

It’s difficult __________reconcile such different points of view. 
0 

A. with

B. to

C. in

D. on

I am exhausted, let’s _________a day. 
0 
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A. call it

B. call at

C. call off

D. call in

The agenda for the meeting is __________ the notice 

0 

A. forwarded in

B. subscribed to

C. enclosed with

D. delivered as

The worker used __________ to patch up the hole in the wall. 
0 

A. sand

B. cement

C. soil

D. grass

Macbeth’s desire _________ power brought about his downfall 
0 

A. in

B. for

C. with

D. as

How did these things come __________? 

0 

A. about

B. into

C. at

D. down

The speaker did not properly space out his speech, but went on ___________one point only. 
0 

A. stressing

B. avoiding

C. devoting

D. decrying

The news was__________good to be true. 
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0 

A. very

B. too

C. so

D. as

He decided to __________his degree examination in order to get a higher score. 

0 

A. redo

B. reappear

C. rewrite

D. remake

How much longer__________this book? 
0 

A. you are needing

B. will you be needing

C. will you have needing

D. have you needing

____________you hear the President’s speech? 

0 

A. Have

B. Has

C. Had

D. Did

Army ___________troubled places as curfew remained in force. 

0 

A. moving

B. walking

C. patrolling

D. running

I _________ to Islamabad with some friends last night. 
2 

A. have gone

B. went

C. am gone

D. am going
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He wore multiple bracelets on __________hand. 
0 

A. every

B. each

C. either

D. neither

She has only ________friends. 
0 

A. fewer

B. less

C. more

D. a few

The smoke went ________ the chimney. 

0 

A. by

B. in

C. up

D. on

In the test, we will ____________your work and then give you detailed feedback. 
0 

A. assess

B. judge

C. measure

D. check

We shall go for a picnic if the weather ____________good. 
0 

A. is

B. was

C. has been

D. had been

A Computer is hard to repair as there may be hundreds of different ____________? 

0 

A. parts

B. objects
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C. components

D. materials

Mr. and Mrs. Khan go for a ________ walk just before dinner. 

0 

A. vibrant

B. brisk

C. vivacious

D. slow

Water is made up of two __________ , namely oxygen and hydrogen. 
0 

A. section

B. aspects

C. solutions

D. elements

________weight gain or weight loss is not good for your body. 
0 

A. Explosive

B. Excessive

C. Expressive

D. Extensive

Although he had no ____________injuries, doctors found that he was suffering from 

internal bleeding. 
0 

A. outside

B. external

C. outlying

D. exterior

Ali must have the________to stick to his diet, if he wants to lose weight. 

0 

A. obstinacy

B. determination

C. decision

D. obligation

A speed limit is the___________legal speed that you can travel on the road. 

0 
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A. highest

B. biggest

C. maximum

D. longest

I would really ____________if you could help me out. 

0 

A. respect

B. value

C. appreciate

D. regard

There was an_________response for the marathon. 
0 

A. overwhelming

B. overriding

C. excessive

D. extreme

What was the main__________behind london bombings. 
0 

A. aim

B. motive

C. objective

D. purpose

Some animals have unique___________that allow them to survive in extreme weather 

conditions. 
0 

A. characteristics

B. problems

C. feelings

D. conditions

Health__________labels have adorned cigarette packages since 1966 in USA. 

0 

A. information

B. note
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C. message

D. warning

Did the boys turn _________for football practice? 

0 

A. up

B. on

C. back

D. in

A system is __________if it is easy for citizens to access and understand. 
0 

A. transparent

B. lucid

C. clear

D. translucent

The fireman managed to put ____________the fire. 
0 

A. away

B. down

C. out

D. off

The teacher found many mistakes in my composition, when she went__________it. 

0 

A. into

B. about

C. for

D. through

The powers of the party are_____________in several places in the Constitution. 
0 

A. numbered

B. named

C. enumerated

D. counted
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The sparrows took no _________the bread. 

0 

A. notice of

B. notice about

C. notice from

D. notice to

Zillzahid Presents himself as a bold Journalist by asking people in politics the kinds 

of………………… questions that other reporters do not ask. 

0 

A. Controversial

B. Circumnutating

C. Abnormal

D. Irrelevant

______ earth moves around ______ sun. 

0 

A. The; A

B. An; The

C. The; the

D. An; A

I’ll come to meet you at the station in my car _________ you do not have to walk to my 

house. 

0 

A. So that

B. In order

C. That

D. Because

The police _______ for the robber for long but they have failed to find him so far. 
0 

A. Have looked

B. Have been looking

C. Has looked

D. Has been looking
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He will be arriving quite late, so by the time he comes, the play ______ ? 
0 

A. Would have begun

B. Will begun

C. Will have begun

D. Would begun

The Sun_________From Behinds The Clouds. 
0 

A. Immerse
B. Emerged
C. Imerged
D. None Of These

Choose the correct spelling for the missing word: My ____________ needs to be paid every 

month. 
0 

A. Morgage

B. Morguage

C. Mortgage

D. Morgauge

The_________ of war is expected very soon. 

0 

A. Cessation

B. Cession

C. Session

D. cestion

The Students protested _____ the ill-treatment of their leader. 

0 

A. over

B. to

C. against

D. for

He bought a three ___________ suit. 
0 

A. Hundred-Dollars

B. Hundreds-Dollar
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C. Hundred-Dollar

D. Hundreds-Dollars

The market is nearer to them than ________. 

0 

A. we

B. us

C. ours

D. ourselves

___________ the bad weather, the outdoor party was rescheduled. 
0 

A. Because of

B. In order to

C. Despite

D. None of these

It is almost impossible at times to capture the _________ of words when we translate them 

into a foreign language. 

0 

A. Implications

B. Meanings

C. Denotations

D. Connotations

When I listened to his cogent arguments, all my _________ were ________ and I was forced 

to agree with his point of view. 

0 

A. Senses- Stimulated

B. Doubt- Confirmed

C. Doubt- Dispelled

D. Questions- Asked

Can they go shopping with us ? Sorry, they are busy; I wish they ________ with you now? 
0 

A. Can go

B. Are going

C. Could go

D. Would go

When I was sleeping, she ________ playing the sitar . 
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0 

A. Was

B. Must be

C. Were

D. Is
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